
November 21, 2019 Full Council Meeting Minutes 

 

 

Meeting Started at 7:08 p.m. 

I. Call to Order and Roll Call  

Absent: Deksyos, Fer, Ian, Jaqueline, Max, Nicolette, Saluja 

II. Previous Meeting Minutes  

 

III. Committee Updates  

A. Community outreach  

1. Maddi: great turnout and interesting collaboration. Next meeting is 

scheduled for January  

B. Finance:  

1. Funded classy christmas  

C. Inclusion  

1. Conduct process  

2. Greek life training  

a) Had a diversity training last block 

b) Sally: It was not a great and I would like to do it better. It was 

focused on inclusion through a philanthropy lens. Greek life can’t 

really change their philanthropy to fit a social justice platform. In 

the next training, I want the focus to be off of philanthropy and 

more about diversity and inclusion.  

c) Waiting to hear back from historian woman 

D. Internal affairs  

1. What to do about Ian’s position  

a) Planning on amending bylaws to appoint instead of having an 

election so that the student body does not have to go through more 

elections 

E. Student Life:  

1. Approved students for Justice in Palestine club today  

2. Working with CCE for new platforms for student clubs  

3. Tronik’s working with different affinity groups  

F. Presidential Updates: 

1. Butler Center training will be moved and we will not have full council, 

dinner will be provided  

2. External review of Muslim experiance:  

a) Sakina: Zach Kroger reached out to me about it, I think that it is 

not a smart economic move when there are six muslim students on 

campus.  



b) Ethan: Another event on December 2nd in the WES room, it is 

encouraged (but not mandated) to go.  

3. CCSGA will be having a specific focus group  

a) Meeting Monday December 9th around 4-4:15 

4. Gen Ed:  

a) Appointed students to sub committees 

b) Look for an update on the process 

5.  Student member on new Dean Search  

a) The hope is there will be enough pressure to make it happen  

IV. Outreach presentation on Colorado Sun subscription  

A. Maddie: We are getting 100 for $1000 subscriptions and we will be providing 

more details to come about who gets the subscriptions and how  

B. Ethan: We have heard the need from the students to get local news and in an 

effort to get local journalism in the school we are working with Colorado Sun.  

C. Remy: It is an online journal  

D. Ethan: What is the best system for distribution/way to access? We need to be 

careful about kicking alumnus off of the accounts and finding a way that the offer 

does not get abused  

E. Sophie: Accessing it off campus seems to be important, therefore email should be 

used.   

F. Dani: Is the alumni problem really something we need to worry about?   

G. Remy: I believe it is and not logging them out risks abuse of the system  

H. Tronik: What happens if not 100 people sign up? Will it close after a time period 

or will it be when we get to 100? Are we sure we have that much interest?  

I. Ethan: That is why we talked them down from their original offer which was a lot 

more so we could try it out.  

J. Subscriptions will be signed up for in Worner and require a CC email 

V. Antiracism Final Implementation Plan Discussion  

A. Indefinite student representative and places where SGA will have the right to 

appoint.  

B. Melanie: How are we 5- 10 years down the line make sure these classes continue 

to be based in these topics  

C. Esther: The courses will have to meet standards, and it would be vetted regularly. 

I am not sure about every year, but around later on. You could have a voice in 

notting how often these courses should be approved  

D. Sophie: In COI (Committee on instruction) currently no processes for reviewing 

or revising requirements. It does make sense for us to push for regular revision of 

the course. Perhaps, every 2-4 years, I am not sure what they would go for.  

E. Sally: Do we know why they choose equity versus equality?  



F. Ethan: I think equity was chosen as an effort to recognize that people start from 

different places  

G. Esther: Equity evokes more ideas of social justice over equality.  

H. Tronik: Page 4 talks about focus groups, in my experience those focus groups 

were too agenda driven by outside experts. I am concerned that they view this as a 

positive but it hasn’t been positive. Perhaps having a committee to approve 

outside experts? As it is now, they are too specific and driven rather allowing 

people to bring forth concerns. Experts conducting are not making it welcoming 

to students. What do we do?  

I. Ethan: Immediate response is to see how our focus group goes and go critically 

from there  

J. Tronik: Butler Center lacked to get a complete representation of the international 

community.  

K. Shane: I have been reached out to me as head of BSU, however that does not fully 

represent the group. They need to reach out campuswide and they need incentives.   

VI. Committee on Student Community Standards (CSCS)  

A. Apply and encourage people to apply!  

VII. Open Floor for Comment  

A. Remy: We pay a flat rate for hockey tickets. We have questions about what is 

going to happen in the future years. We think it will be extremely reduced or 

minimized.  

VIII. Adjournment  


